
About this Map 
Rod Ratzlaff is the author of the articles 

which I then link to the online map. ~GTR 

 

Each object on the Leeleva Online Map will have a link to an information file (a PDF file like the one you’re 

reading) that will provide details and often, photos and/or maps about that object. So every house, each village, 

the forests and waterways, all will have a link for information about that item.  

View (non-interactive) map with names. 

Please note that, while each point on the map has its own link, in some cases one article (one information file) 

serves multiple points. For example clicking on the “Ostrog Forest” link displays the Forests information file 

and clicking on the “Kunoff Forest” link displays the same file. Another example is that the links for “Lake” 

“Riscka River” and “Flour Mill” all display the same article (which discusses each of those subjects). Likewise 

for Benjamin Boese and Tobias Boese. Also, there are several links on the map to the “Roads” article. 

 

The mouse arrow will change to a pointing hand when over a clickable object. We are adding more links as 

time allows. The map currently has the following links: (gray = coming soon) 

 

J. Koehn Ostrog Welburne Station Krevin Station 

Roads Ostrog Forest Karlswald Huron River Railroads   

Vilna River E. Bettner J. Jantz  J. Decker T. Boese 

F. Kass B. Boese Apple Orchard  C. Mueller  

Stolle T. Voth H. Schmidt T. Schmidt H. Jantz 

T. Boese (Gpa) H. Penner P. Wedel.  B. Unruh 

Saw Mill Komminka A. Ratslaff Cemetery S. Decker 

Antanovka Manziliska village  Riscka River Flour Mill Lake 

Kunoff J. Nightingale Kunoff Forest Water Wells  

 

For text readability and to view details on the photos and maps, you can use your browser’s zoom option (check 

the view or settings menu). A convenient option to adjust the PDF file so that it fills the width of the screen is to 

select this option . . .  

 

Most browsers have another quick and easy zoom option that works on virtually any Internet screen so you 

can zoom to the Leeleva map, zoom to pictures or zoom in and out of your favorite news site: 

 Press and hold the Ctrl key and use the wheel on the top of the mouse to zoom in and out. 

 

After viewing a PDF file (including this one) use the back button of your browser (upper left corner of the 

screen) to return to the map. 

~GT Ratzloff   20140830 
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